George Finnick Walker
1870 - ????
There are three Walker Brothers; Robert born 1864, George born 1870, and John (q.v.). George was
born in Earlsferry 2nd January 1870. The family lived at almost the last house at the west end of
Earlsferry High Street.

He suffered a similar fate to his brother by falling
foul of the law in 1899 although on this occasion
he is designed as a caddie.

He was clearly a good golfer hence in 1896:

In 1900 he entered the Elie Games with a result

There would appear to have been two G Walkers one Earlsferry and one Elie and we assuming that
our George was the professional. And this in 1901 although we note that this is George B Walker
but we find no such Walker in Earlsferry in 1901 so we are assuming this is a misprint.

He is referred to in a newspaper article as going to Chesterfield “Jack Duncan is in Stirling, and
George Walker goes to Chesterfield in the same line*.”
We have found reference also to him being professional and holding the record at a golf club in
Gravesend. There certainly was a golf club at Chesterfield but he does not feature in any of the
published information about it. We think that if he was at Chesterfield he cannot have been long
before moving to Gravesend. From that article it would seem that he was at Gravesend at least in
1905. The course was located between Great Clane Marshes and Filborough Marshes, the
clubhouse was near the junction of Higham Road and Castle Lane.

Although the information compiled to do a 1905 yearbook might well have been out of date.

We think it is of some significance that his elder brother Robert Finnick Walker (q.v.) was nearby at
Rochester (Oakleigh) golf club between 1896 and 1912. They are probably less than 2 miles apart.
Whilst we cannot find any reference to George living in the area at that time he may well have
stayed with his brother in Lower Higham. However, after that we cannot trace him. Gravesend Golf
Club went into demise after the First World War, but we cannot trace where George went.
The confusion is not helped by the fact that there is another George Walker born on exactly the
same day as our George in Roxburgh. He went off to the States and became a gardener and we first
thought that the quote above referred to the “line” as a greenkeeper/gardener rather than a
professional golfer. But we consider that they are two different people.
George would have been 45 at the outbreak of World War 1 and it may be that he served in some
capacity but strangely we cannot find him in any of the census thereafter. The 1939 census or
register was most comprehensive but there seems to be no trace of him. We will continue our
inquiries in the hope that we find something more. His brother who was 9 years older died in 1954.
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